Case study

Ooredoo Oman automates enterprise
project management process
Omani telecoms provider performs
Project Management using HP Software
Industry
Telecommunications
Objective
Required an automated and centralised
management solution with lifecycle tracking,
prioritisation and real-time reporting capabilities
to increase visibility across enterprise projects
Approach
Used an existing business agreement to select
software solution and implementation partner
IT matters
• Produces an automated and centralised,
end-to-end project management process,
increasing visibility across the entire
project lifecycle
• Generates consistent real-time reports
throughout the project lifecycle, resolving
problems at an early stage
• Offers a single version of the truth across several
departments, eliminating misunderstandings
and increasing efficiency
Business matters
• Prioritises projects according to business
objectives, ensuring effective use of resources
• Delivers a streamlined and standardised,
enterprise-wide workflow for project tracking,
boosting productivity and maintaining
best practice
• Accelerates project delivery, speeding
time-to-market and increasing
customer satisfaction
• Captures all information in a central repository,
leading to better business decision making

“Ooredoo Oman, Kapsch SRL and HP have an excellent
relationship. The out-of-the-box HP Project and
Portfolio Management solution is an industry-leading
product. It’s easy to configure, user friendly and has all
the required automation features for our complex
project environment, in addition to offering exceptional
value-for-money.”
– Hilal Al-Saleh, department head - IT change management, Ooredoo Oman

Ooredoo Oman generates enterprise-wide visibility
of project workflow
Ooredoo Oman, a leading Omani telecommunications
provider, deploys HP Project and Portfolio Management
software to automate and centralise the project
management process, enhance real-time reporting and
increase visibility across the enterprise. The new end-to-end
process aids priority setting and decision making, ensures
efficient resource utilisation and accelerates time-to-market.
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Challenge

“Our original manual project portfolio
management methodology involved many
documents, numerous emails and several
Managing capital investment initiatives
Over recent years, project portfolio management people constantly generating project updates,”
has evolved rapidly due to a growing preference explains Hilal Al-Saleh, department head IT change management, Ooredoo Oman.
within the telecommunications sector for
managing multiple capital investment initiatives “This process lacked the visibility, tracking,
prioritisation and reporting we needed as a
from a single, enterprise-wide system. This
business.
centralised approach aims to prioritise projects,
eliminate problems early in the project lifecycle
“We therefore decided to automate our
and deliver resource flexibility. Moreover, it
methodology and implement project lifecycle
boosts efficiencies and maintains best practice
tracking, prioritisation and real-time dashboards
while adhering to business objectives.
for every project,” continues Al-Saleh.
“We felt this approach would address the
These were the challenges faced by Ooredoo
business concerns, create a single repository
Oman, an Omani telecommunications provider
of information, assist with resource utilisation
owned by the Qatar-based Ooredoo Group.
and help budgetary control across the
Ooredoo Oman, the Sultanate’s first privatelyentire business.”
owned telecommunications company provides
voice and data services to over two million
subscribers.
Disordered methodology
Ooredoo Oman comprises commercial,
networking and IT departments. The networking
department controls the telecommunications,
GSM and fixed networks while the IT
department manages the enterprise’s data
centre, service desk, applications, mediation, IT
support services, plus change and application
management. IT personnel also oversee the
company’s internet portal, billing operation and
CRM system.
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Having worked with HP as part of the larger
Ooredoo Group, Ooredoo Oman looked to HP
Software. HP Platinum Partner, Kapsch SRL,
delivered the implementation of HP Project and
Portfolio Management.
“Ooredoo Oman, Kapsch SRL and HP have
an excellent relationship,” says Al-Saleh.
“The out-of-the-box HP Project and Portfolio
Management solution is an industry-leading
product. It’s easy to configure, user friendly and
has all the required automation features for
our complex project environment, in addition to
offering exceptional value-for-money.”
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Solution
Standardised workflow
Ooredoo Oman deployed HP Project and
Portfolio Management (PPM) software to
provide visibility into strategic and operational
demand, resource productivity and utilisation,
and associated financial information across
numerous IT projects.
“Following the deployment of HP PPM by HP
Partner Kapsch SRL, we have a standardised
workflow which fully embraces concept
initiation, project management reviews and
project mapping against functional and strategic
business goals,” reveals Al-Saleh.
“The project management office receives
details of regulatory approvals, costs and
potential revenue-generating information,
which the software employs to automatically
prioritise projects against business objectives.
Subsequent inputs from the business,
commercial, technical and financial teams then
allow management to decide whether to initiate
the project and advance to the implementation
phase. This new process provides decision
makers with much better information than the
previous manual process.”

Assessing business objectives
After the IT department deploys a project,
HP PPM continues to support it through the
commercial launch phase of the lifecycle.
A post-implementation review assesses
whether the new product or service satisfies
customer expectations and the agreed business
objectives. Following the post-implementation
review, the project manager may address
any issues arising by introducing appropriate
modifications and additions.

Benefits
Fully managed service introductions
Today, several departments at Ooredoo Oman
employ the new automated end-to-end
project management system. These include
the marketing, finance, customer care, sales
and technical teams. They are benefiting from
consistent real-time reporting via a centralised
repository, improved resource management
based on project priorities and enhanced visibility
of the project lifecycle, eliminating inefficiencies
across the organisation.
“We’ve used HP PPM to fully manage several
new products and services including our home
broadband and international roaming data
packages,” declares Al-Saleh. “After going live,
we’ve employed the automated methodology to
initiate over 200 projects, which are at different
stages of the lifecycle. These projects are now
prioritised in line with business priorities.”
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Customer solution
at a glance
Software
• HP Project and Portfolio Management

Looking to the future
Ooredoo Oman mobile and fixed-line customers
are benefiting too as new commercial offerings
enter the market more quickly. “Previously, there
was no way of gauging how fast a project moved
from initiation to delivery,” adds Al-Saleh. “With
constant tracking in place, we’ve undoubtedly
accelerated time-to-market.”

“Following the deployment
of HP Project and Portfolio
Management by HP Partner
Kapsch SRL, we have a
standardised workflow which
fully embraces concept
initiation, project
management reviews and
project mapping against
functional and strategic
business goals. This new
process provides decision
makers with much better
information than the
previous manual process.”

With the HP PPM adoption stage over,
Ooredoo Oman looks forward to the next phase
of the project roadmap.
“We’ll shortly introduce Service Level
Agreements across the process and integrate
the workflow with Oracle ERP to capture
resource availability from the personnel
system, while generating more robust financial
information,” concludes Al-Saleh.

Learn more at
hp.com/go/ppm

– Hilal Al-Saleh, department head IT change management, Ooredoo Oman

Our solution partners

Sign up for updates
hp.com/go/getupdated
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